
This post was originally published on www.okinawahai.com on 05/14/2008  

Editor's Note: This is the original Okinawa Hai post on Uniqlo. We published a 
newer post on this establishment in 2016. We've left all of your original comments in 
place on this post, but we thought you might want a fresher take on the place.  

 
 
I like UNIQLO for different reasons. 
1. Reasonable prices 
2. Simple and stylish designs 
3. Comfortable 
4. Good sales 
 
UNIQLO is like Old Navy. The place I can afford to buy my clothes! Usually I go to 
UNIQLO to look for T-shirts, jeans, khaki pants, sweat shirts, or work clothes. They also 
have cheap belts. I just got a thin bronze color belt only for 1,280 yen. 
 
Try to go to UNIQLO on weekends since they usually have a weekend special sale. 
Their strength is T-shirts, which they sell from spring to fall. UNIQLO does special 
collaboration project with designers and comic book artists. Check out their UT site 
where you can see many cool designer T-shirts. Each T-shirt costs 1,500 yen. They have 
special pricing for T-shirts. The more you buy, the cheaper they get. If you buy two at 
once, the price for each becomes 1,400 yen and if you buy three, each is 1,300 yen. Pretty 
smart. Last year I got "Popeye" T-shirts which I love. This year there are T-shirts with 
"Astro Boy" cartoon designs. 
 
I recommend their umbrellas, too. They have simple umbrellas for 500 yen! Can't beat 
that price. 
 
In summer time, they sell yukata, summer casual kimono that many women like to wear 
to go to the summer festivals or fireworks festivals during summer. I'm thinking about 
getting a new yukata this year. They usually have a package that comes with an obi and 
the price I saw last year was good deal. 
 
There are five locations of UNIQLO on the main island of Okinawa. 

Two of them are in the area accessible to most people who live near U.S. bases. One is in 
Gushikawa JUSCO and the other is in the shopping center in Ginowan. 


